Quantification of fluorescence properties of lymphocytes in peripheral blood mononuclear cell suspensions using a latent class model.
Lymphocytes, monocytes, granulocytes, and other blood cells can be distinguished on the basis of their forward (FSC) and sideward (SSC) light scatter properties and their expression of CD45 and CD14. A FSC,SSC gate can be set to include > 95% of the lymphocytes using a "back gating" procedure on the CD45+, CD14- cells. However, nonlymphoid cells such as monocytes have light scattering properties similar to lymphocytes. This problem occurs particularly in patient populations where the light scattering properties of lymphocyte subsets have changed (e.g., due to activation) and are similar to those of the monocytes. Thus, immunophenotyping using antibodies specific for other markers than CD45 and CD14 does not allow a direct assessment of the percentage of all lymphocytes positive for those markers. In order to optimize immunophenotyping we have developed analytic model in which the FSC,SSC dot plot is partitioned into six nonoverlapping light scatter regions. Each light scatter region contains a mixture population of different cell types, i.e., lymphocytes, monocytes, granulocytes, and other cells. The proportions of each cell type are known from the CD45,CD14 expression within each light scatter region. Under the assumption of independence of fluorescence and scatter properties conditional on cell type, the expression of markers other than CD45 or CD14 are derived from the cell type composition and the fluorescence properties on the other markers of each light scatter region. The underlying statistical model is a latent class model, and maximum likelihood estimates are computed using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. The application of the model for immunophenotyping of lymphocytes of healthy individuals and cancer patients receiving immunotherapy is shown.